PRESS RELEASE

THE FEATHER ICON GETS A NEW COLOUR
We are excited to announce the release of the Eos medium in
light rose. Inspired by the colour of cherry blossoms and flamingos, the iconic feather lamp has a new member in its collection.
The Eos in light rose adds a soothing allure and cute charm to
any interior. It can be mixed and matched with different sizes
and colours from the Eos lampshade family and the rest of the
UMAGE range to obtain creative and decorative clusters.

designs are deeply rooted in the diverse urban landscape and
raw nature surrounding our home in the heart of Copenhagen,
Denmark. Having begun our journey in November 2008, we are
celebrating our 10th anniversary this year by constantly growing
and expanding the conventions around contemporary design.
Find more info on our website umage.com

All of UMAGE’s designs are flexible, and the Eos in light rose
is no different. Made from goose feathers, it can be used as a
floor, table or ceiling light and can be combined with a large
variety of UMAGE’s accessories: Champagne family, Willow
family, Tripod family or as a pendant hanging from Rosette,
Cannonball or Cord Set.
“The new Eos in light rose is enhancing the natural softness and
lightness of the feathers. A hint of rose creates a sweet innocence
to your space, perfect for the living room or children’s room.”
– Soren Ravn Christensen, founder and Chief Creative Developer
at UMAGE.
We take the story of Scandinavian design further than ever before
by combining aesthetics, simplicity and functionality and infusing it with thoughtful craftmanship and environmental care. Our

PRODUCT FACTS
Name

Eos

Designer

Soren Ravn Christensen, 2019

Material

Goose feathers, paper and steel

Size

Medium, Ø: 45 x H: 30 cm

Colours

Light rose

For product loans, interviews and high res images please write to Head of Communications Mette Eskerod Foldager: mfo@umage.com
or tel. +45 31 39 76 13. Images can also be downloaded at umage.com/mediakit

